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I had not consciously chosen to visit Timor Leste but am here to visit Empreza Diak, our partners on
the job shadowing element of our 20 month Erasmus+ Key Action 2 strategic partnership project
which consists of seven different countries and led by ECOS in Portugal. The project focuses on
young women’s participation : PatHERways which started in 2016. The organisation that I am
representing (The Ubele Initiative – TUI) ran a parallel programme for 5 months, entitled
PatHERways London.
Empreza Diak (‘Good Business’) started in 2010 and offers business support training and start up
resources such as sewing equipment and materials and kiosk snacks and other items for sale
primarily to women. Their primary aim is to help promote livelihoods and economic wellbeing
through business development. Some of the women live in shelters after experiencing domestic
abuse.
Even though I have never visited Timor Leste before, I feel as though I am in a very familiar place.
The capital, Dili, holds vestiges of sleepy Georgetown, Guyana, South America circa mid 1980’s; it
reminds me of Moerowa, in the far north on the North Island, New Zealand and resonate with King
Williams Town, Eastern Cape South Africa. At the time of visiting these places, they appeared to me
to be on the cusp of an awakening, presenting as fertile ground for ‘development opportunities’.
Timor Leste the world’s youngest democracy – just 16 years old, has 13 Districts (or municipalities/
boroughs) divided into 67 sub districts with one designated as the capital and with between 2-18
sukus (or villages) per sub district.
Emerging after a twenty-four year fight against the repression of civilians by Indonesia during a
terrible conflict during which reportedly more than 200,000 Timorese died of famine, disease and
fighting. I am staying in at the lovely Villa Verde Guest House which is the family home of Simowa
Tilman whose father was an activist in the struggle for independence from Indonesia and whose 32
year old brother was arrested from the house in 1998 never to be seen again.
However Dili now has several old unpainted, unfinished and sometimes bombed out derelict
buildings (reminders of the conflict), alongside palatial houses, smart new shopping plazas, West
Union offices and the $US dollar as its’ currency . The newest largest shopping mall is Timor Plaza
(link), the home to ice cream parlours, smart shops, a Skyline restaurant and suite of Dolby sound
cinemas where I saw Black Panther film last weekend (great film by the way!) before most of my
friends and family in the UK and USA. However, at $US8 per person, it is unlikely to be accessible to
the majority of local people who earn an average monthly wage of $100 - $150 per person.
A large community of international professionals – volunteers and highly paid staff along with mega
private investors from Malaysia, Korea and China are all contributing to the reconstruction and
development of Timor Leste and is brought into sharp focus as the Oxfam Haiti and other
international development scandals emerge and unfold whilst there leaving me with much to reflect
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on. I was also referred as a ‘malae’, by Timorese. It is the Tetun (local language) word for ‘foreigner’.
The Oxfam and other international development sexual abuse scandals which unfolded whilst I was
there, leaves me feeling deeply disturbed and highly reflective on how I am perceived as a Black
professional when in Africa, the Caribbean, New Zealand and now Timor Leste.
Whilst arriving by the perilous (at least I thought so!) Compass water taxi for a 4 night stay on the
island of Atauro, some 30 miles from Timor Leste and a sub district of Dili, I was able to see their
community based work first hand.
I stayed at Barry’s Place, an Eco-Lodge on the beach and next to the Empreza Diak Atauro centre and
was able to visit 4 remote sukus. Accompanying centre staff (Maun Jose and Manna Martin) from
the centre base in Beloi, as they were purchasing woven crafts and wooden sculptures I was
welcomed and an object of deep curiosity – for many it was the first time they had seen a Black
person before (although there appears to be a deep love and appreciation of reggae music and Bob
Marley amongst others across the region to the point where I have seen ‘Rasta’ written on the front
of a small minibus, the main form on local transport in Dili and I was greeted with ‘A wah gwan?’ by
a local market trader, followed by raucous laughter from both of us! This is a Jamaican Patois
greeting for ‘How are you doing?’
The first Suku Arlo, was reached by truck (on a road that had been almost completely decimated as a
result of the rainy season and poor construction). The fourth Suku called Vila (which produces the
famous Boneca doll – add link) was visited on what was effectively Ash Wednesday and Valentine’s
Day on one day (and they kindly opened up their project for me) and the other two suku’s Makili and
Uraoana which were at opposite end of the island were reached by one hour trips on a small boat.
On the way to and from Makili, we were greeted by a pod of more than 20 playful dolphins – which
was one of the highlights of my week!
In my second week I shadowed the WEEM team (Women Economic Empowerment) visiting different
women’s organisations which Empreza Di’ak works in partnership with – some organisations not
only provide a sanctuary from domestic abuse but also help women develop their enterprise skills.
Witnessing and experiencing a much slower and more basic lifestyle has made me reflect deeply on
the speed, complexity and competitiveness of my life in West. I am reminded of our felt need to fuss
and fret over acquiring the latest household goods and technological gadgets and what humans
really need for a quality life.
I feel very privileged and deeply humbled by this Erasmus+ opportunity in Timor Loro Sa ’e and
Atauro and to watch the sunrise (and sunset) in this new democracy.
I had never anticipated such a deep and rich learning experience (with so many new friendships) and
a profound reminder of the importance of our relational ties.
Life on Atauro is simple and sometimes harsh – lack of electricity, fresh fruit, even fish means that
meals are very basic – mainly rice with either papaya leaves and flowers or banana leaves (with no
meat or fish). Witnessing this these past weeks has made me reflect deeply on the complexity and
competitiveness of life in the West – of our need to fuss and fret over acquiring the latest household
goods and gadgets and the reality of what we really need which is (in my limited opinion) the ability
to connect with and support each other. It was very difficult to leave Timor Leste and to return to
the madding crowds of London. I hope to return one day.
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